
1 PLAYER 1

Open the ’First Day of School’ from a computer. The icon

will be a small image of a cartoon schoolhouse. Upon

opening, a subtle DING will go of before the GUI window

opens.

In the GUI, there will be an image of a boy and a girl that

highlights when you mouse over them. The player will have

the option of choosing between the boy and the girl. This

decision will impact dialogue during the game.

Next, the player will have the option of choosing between

three different children to befriend. Two are boys and one

is a girl. One looks kind of angry, one looks fairly

content, and the other looks a little bored.

The player will choose one of these children and try to

befriend them.

NARRATOR

You will be given three toys, and

each child wants a different toy.

Try to decipher which toy the child

wants, and try to be nice! The

point is to make friends here.

The remainder of the game will be a series of dialogue

choices that lead the player to either guess the correct toy

for the child or not. However, the point of the game is, in

all viable cases, about how making a game of friendship is

not necessarily the point of friendship. And how seeing the

other child as a mode of deciphering and analyzing actually

leads to a sort of alienation. So if the player spends all

their time trying to be inquisitive and decisive about what

toy the child would like, they actually don’t become

friends, and the child plays without them.

It’s essentially about how over-intellectualizing situations

like this leads to loneliness (which is the theme, after

all). And without the freedom to be vulnerable, or engage in

friendly talk honestly, or be able to simply hold an

engaging conversation, the player can actually lose friends.

All of this is sought to be brought out in an environment of

kindergartners, so that the traits can be more obvious.

The player, in the end, will either guess the right toy

(which will still make friendship more likely) and not

become friends, or they will become friends. Or they will

guess wrong, but still have a chance of becoming friends,

depending on what choices they made in the dialogue. The

deciding factor will be held by a hidden integer value that,

based on decisions, either meets the requirement or doesn’t
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CONTINUED: 2.

(Ironically objectifying friendship here, but you know, It’s

a game.)

The toy options are BLOCKS, a STUFFED ANIMAL, and a TRUCK.

The following is an example of what kinds of responses the

player might have, and the other children might have.

Hello! My name is <insert name>.

BROWN HAIRED BOY

Hi there.

PLAYER

So what do you like to do? I like

cars and trains and boats and

motorcycles and-

BROWN HAIRED BOY

Oh, I don’t care for those things.

PLAYER

Ah... What do you prefer to do

then?

BROWN HAIRED BOY

I don’t know...

The BROWN HAIRED BOY recedes into himself.

PLAYER

Is your dad a construction worker?

I bet he likes to build all kinds

of stuff.

BROWN HAIRED BOY

No... My mom is a nurse, though.

She helps people when they get

sick.

PLAYER

Really? Does she drive in the

ambulance? Or drive the ambulance

herself?

BROWN HAIRED BOY

I don’t know. I just think it’s

nice she helps people.

The BROWN HAIRED BOY begins looking uncertain.

PLAYER

Well that’s cool, too! You must be

kinda proud of that.
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CONTINUED: 3.

The BROWN HAIRED BOY smiles at the ground.

BROWN HAIRED BOY

Yah. She takes me to see her

patients sometimes.

PLAYER

Does she buy you stuffed animals?

BROWN HAIRED BOY

I... what? No. She just takes me to

see the patients.

The PLAYER is then asked to choose a toy to give to the

BROWN HAIRED BOY. The PLAYER chooses to give BLOCKS. This

was not the correct toy, and the PLAYER was not focused on

actually being a friend, so the BROWN HAIRED BOY walks off.

A short GIF or VIDEO will play of Binding of Isaac’s ending.


